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Two experiments investigated the impact of warnings in mass-media advertising in print (magazine) or broadcast (television) alcoholic beverage ads. Experiment 1 showed that participants exposed to highly conspicuous warnings in print ads performed better on subsequent memory and knowledge tests than those exposed to less conspicuous warnings. Less conspicuous warnings were generally no better than no warnings. In experiment 2, participants viewing broadcast commercials with both-modality warnings generally performed better than those exposed to voice-only or no warnings. Print-only warnings produced performance equivalent to, or in one case lower than, both-modality warnings. Both experiments show that warnings in ads can communicate information if presented in a salient form.

Federal law currently requires that a warning appear on the labels of all alcoholic beverage containers sold in the United States (Federal Register 1989). Since the enactment of this law, additional legislative measures have been proposed that would require warnings in ads for alcoholic beverages (e.g., Kennedy 1990). To date, only a few studies have empirically examined the features of alcoholic beverage warnings that enhance their communication (e.g., Godfrey et al. 1991; Laughery and Young 1991; Smith 1990; Young 1991). The purpose of the present research is to examine some of the factors that may influence the effectiveness of warnings in alcoholic beverage ads.

Two experiments investigated memory for warnings in print and television alcoholic beverage ads. The first experiment examined the effects of conspicuousness and configuration of warnings in magazine ads. The second experiment examined the effects of modality and placement of the warnings in television ads. In both experiments, participants viewed the warnings under incidental exposure conditions to simulate realistic magazine and television viewing (i.e., participants were not alerted to the fact that the experiments concerned warnings).

EXPERIMENT 1

Placing a warning in an ad does not guarantee that it will communicate its information to the reader. In this context, warnings must compete with other images for attention. There are two ways to increase the salience of warnings. One is to decrease the background noise. For example, Wogalter et al. (1991) showed that the reduction of background contextual clutter (i.e., visual noise) increased compliance to a warning. The other is to make the warning itself larger and more conspicuous, which makes it more effective in attracting and holding the reader’s attention. Young and Wogalter (1990) found that conspicuous print warnings (larger type size and color) in owners’ manuals were remembered better than plain print warnings. Viscusi, Magat, and Huber (1986) found that participants reported that they would behave more cautiously as warning size increased. However, Popper and Murray (1989) showed that chewing tobacco warnings were ineffective as sources of hazard information even when their conspicuousness was enhanced.

The shape of the warning may also affect attention (Riley, Cochran, and Ballard 1982). Myers et al. (1981) found that, of nine shapes tested, an octagon and an arrow pointing into a circle were most likely to be noticed. Bhalla and Lastovicka (1984) found that, in comparison to the standard rectangle, both an elongated rectangle and the arrow pointing into a circle increased memory for warnings in cigarette ads. In contrast, Jaynes and Boles (1990) found no effect of shape on compliance with warnings.

In addition, several warning design standards and guidelines (ANSI 1991; FMC Corporation 1985; Westinghouse Printing Division 1981) have advocated the
inclusion of another shape in warnings, an exclamation point surrounded by a triangle (also known as the signal icon), to attract attention and indicate the existence of a hazard. However, two recent investigations on the signal icon show equivocal evidence regarding its utility. Young (1991) demonstrated that reaction time to detect a warning was significantly faster when a signal icon was present. However, Wogalter, Jarrard, and Simpson (1992) found no beneficial effect of the presence of a signal icon on perceptions of product hazard.

The current experiment compares the effectiveness of two warning factors, conspicuousness and shape, on memory and knowledge of alcoholic beverage facts and hazards. Highly conspicuous warnings were defined as larger, bold print warnings, with high foreground-to-background contrast relative to low conspicuous warnings. Three shapes are compared: (a) a plain rectangle (as used in cigarette warnings), (b) an arrow pointing into a circle (as used in chewing tobacco warnings), and (c) a rectangle with a signal icon (as suggested in warning design standards and guidelines).

Method

Design. The experimental design was a 2 (conspicuousness) X 3 (shape) between-groups design. The highly conspicuous warnings used 11-point, bold, black print on a white background. The less conspicuous warnings used plain black print on the ad background and were 60 percent smaller than the highly conspicuous warnings.

The warning shapes were (a) a plain rectangle, (b) an identical rectangle with a signal icon to the left of the text, and (c) an arrow pointing into a circle. Within each conspicuousness level, the surface areas were equivalent for all shapes. Figure 1 shows examples of each warning configuration. A condition with no warnings served as a control.

Participants. One hundred five participants from the introductory psychology courses at the University of Houston, Rice University, and Rensselaer Polytechnic Institute (RPI) were assigned randomly to the seven conditions in equal proportions by school. Fifty-five percent of the participants were male.

Materials and Stimuli. A preliminary study was conducted to develop the warnings. This study assessed knowledge about the hazards of alcohol consumption. On the basis of the results, 10 warnings were constructed that contained two to four lesser-known facts about the hazards of alcohol consumption. Lesser-known facts were chosen to reduce the chance that participants would be able to answer questions about the warnings without having read them. The warnings are shown in Exhibit 1.

Sixty-five alcoholic beverage ads were collected from a variety of magazines. Ads with predominantly black or white backgrounds were eliminated because (a) with a black background, the warnings cannot be seen at all in the less conspicuous conditions, and (b) with the white background, the conspicuousness manipulation would be confounded with the ad background.

The 10 warnings were randomly assigned to 10 of the ads. Warnings were placed in the largest open area of the ad to avoid obscuring any advertising elements.

Forty-three ads for other products and services were selected for inclusion in the magazine on the basis of an analysis by Jacoby and Hoyer (1987) of the most frequently advertised products in the top 18 national magazines.

Two articles were chosen from Capital magazine, a monthly publication about people and events in the Albany, New York area. One described 50 different local entertainment activities. The other described the case of a woman convicted of killing seven of her eight children.
WARNING: Drinking alcohol during pregnancy may cause the baby to have behavior problems, mental retardation, or deformities.

WARNING: Daily drinking of alcohol increases the risk of throat, stomach, and prostate cancer and diseases of the liver and heart.

WARNING: Beverage alcohol (also called ethyl alcohol or ethanol) is an addictive drug. Children of alcoholics have 4 times the risk of being alcoholics.

WARNING: Drinking alcohol and taking sleeping pills or pain killers can be deadly. Antibiotics, when combined with alcohol, may not work.

WARNING: Drinking coffee, taking a cold shower or vigorous activity does NOT help to sober up. The body needs 2 hours to get rid of the alcohol from the drink.

WARNING: Carbonated alcohol is absorbed faster than noncarbonated alcohol. Within 2 minutes alcohol is absorbed by the stomach and carried by the blood to the brain.

WARNING: Acts of violence are more likely after drinking alcohol, including sexual abuse, rape, child beatings, and murders.

WARNING: In many states, the minimum penalty for driving legally drunk is 6 months suspension of driver's license, 15 days in jail, and a $1500 fine.

WARNING: 55% of traffic deaths are alcohol related. With alcohol, people are overconfident and have slower responses.

WARNING: Drunk driving is the number-one killer of children and young adults. There is an alcohol-related death every 22 minutes.

The articles and ads were placed in a hardcover three-ring binder. All pages were high-quality color photocopies held in laminate enclosures.

Procedure. In order to prevent participants from determining the study's purpose and to permit an incidental test of memory, they were told that a local publishing company would like to know whether Capital magazine's graphic layout was responsible for its success. Participants were asked to rate each page on their willingness to stop and look at the page. They were given 30 seconds to rate each two-page spread using a nine-point Likert-type scale with the following numerical and verbal anchors: (1) not at all willing to stop and look, (2) somewhat willing to stop and look, (3) moderately willing to stop and look, (4) willing to stop and look, and (5) very willing to stop and look. The magazine was then removed, and three tests were administered to participants.

The first test was a 24-item questionnaire assessing cued recall (seven open-ended items) and recognition (17 multiple-choice and true-false items) of the warning content. The items on the first test were constructed to assess as many of the different informative aspects of the 10 warnings as possible. The second test assessed memory of the warning location. In this test, three areas of each alcoholic beverage ad (the warning location and two other objects) were covered by opaque ovals. Participants were asked to write a description of what originally appeared in the hidden area. The third test assessed recognition of the warning's appearance by presenting all six warning configurations (i.e., combinations of the two sizes and three shapes) and the option of a "no warning" response. The participant chose which configuration, if any, appeared in the magazine. After the third test, participants were debriefed and thanked for their participation.

Results

Scoring. The responses to open-ended questions were scored with both strict and lenient criteria by a coder who was unaware of the participants' assigned condition. With the strict criterion, responses were scored as correct if they matched the warning content exactly. With the lenient criterion, responses were scored as correct if they were similar in meaning to the warning content. For example, one question asked participants to list the types of medicines that are dangerous in combination with alcohol (see the fourth warning in Exhibit 1). With the strict criterion, a correct response would include both sleeping pills and painkillers. With the lenient criterion, a correct response could be any medicine similar to sleeping pills and painkillers, for example, barbiturates, depressants, and muscle relaxers. Strict scores tend to measure memory, whereas lenient scores tend to measure comprehension or knowledge (Young and Wogalter 1990).

For all tests, each correct answer was given one point. These data were converted to proportion correct scores by dividing the participants' summed scores by the total possible points. Because of the subjective nature of the lenient scoring, the reliability of the cued-recall measure was examined by having 20 percent of the data scored by another judge who was unaware of the experimental conditions. The Pearson product-moment correlation coefficient between the two scores was .83 ($p < .0001$).

The proportion data were subjected to an arcsine transformation and analyzed by two-way ANOVAs. To compare the control to the experimental conditions, a one-way ANOVA was performed, followed by subsequent comparisons using Fisher's least significant difference test. In the following sections, the reported test statistics are from the arcsine analyses, whereas the means are shown in the raw (untransformed) state.

Cued Recall of Warning Content. The first test on warning content included seven open-ended items that measured cued recall. Analysis of the strict scores showed a main effect of conspicuousness: $F(1,84) = 8.11, p < .01$. Participants in the highly conspicuous warning conditions ($\bar{X} = .23$) recalled more warning
content than participants in the less conspicuous warning conditions (\(\bar{X} = .17\)). There were no other significant effects for the strict scores, and there were no significant effects for the lenient scores.

**Recognition of Warning Content.** The first test also included multiple-choice and true-false items that measured recognition of warning content. Analysis of these scores showed a significant main effect of conspicuousness: \(F(1,84) = 6.56, p < .05\). Highly conspicuous warnings increased recognition (\(\bar{X} = .56\)) in comparison with less conspicuous warnings (\(\bar{X} = .50\)). There was no significant effect of shape or interaction. Comparisons between the control condition and the experimental conditions showed that only the highly conspicuous rectangle with signal icon conditions (\(\bar{X} = .58\)) produced better recognition than the control condition (\(\bar{X} = .49\)); \(p < .05\).

**Warning Location.** Participants were asked to recall the content of three areas in the ad, one of which was the warning's location. Responses were scored with both strict and lenient criteria. With the strict criterion, responses were scored as correct if they indicated the location of the warning exactly. With the lenient criterion, responses were scored as correct if they indicated a warning appeared in any one of the three locations.

Analysis of the lenient scores showed a significant main effect of conspicuousness: \(F(1,84) = 72.51, p < .0001\). Participants in the highly conspicuous warning conditions (\(\bar{X} = .75\)) indicated that a warning appeared in the ads more often than participants in the less conspicuous warning conditions (\(\bar{X} = .15\)). There was no significant effect of shape or interaction. As expected, participants in the control condition did not recall seeing any warnings (\(\bar{X} = .00\)). Comparisons between the warning conditions and the control condition showed that recollection of the warning in all of the experimental conditions was significantly higher than in the control condition, except for the less conspicuous plain rectangle (\(\bar{X} = .13\)) and the less conspicuous circle and arrow (\(\bar{X} = .10\)) conditions.

Analysis of the strict data showed a significant main effect of conspicuousness: \(F(1,84) = 73.21, p < .0001\). Participants in the highly conspicuous warning conditions (\(\bar{X} = .58\)) more accurately recalled the warning location than participants in the less conspicuous warning conditions (\(\bar{X} = .11\)). There was no significant effect of shape or interaction. Again, none of the participants in the control condition recalled seeing any warnings (\(\bar{X} = .00\)). Contrasts between the warning conditions and the control condition showed that participants exposed to highly conspicuous warnings correctly recalled the warning locations significantly more often than those in the control condition. None of the less conspicuous warning conditions significantly differed from the control.

**Configuration Recognition.** Analysis of the configuration recognition scores showed a significant main effect of conspicuousness: \(F(1,84) = 26.84, p < .0001\). The highly conspicuous configurations (\(\bar{X} = .82\)) were recognized more accurately than the less conspicuous configurations (\(\bar{X} = .36\)). No significant effect of shape or interaction was found. Comparisons between the warning conditions and the control condition showed that participants in the highly conspicuous circle and arrow (\(\bar{X} = 1.00\)) condition had significantly higher recognition than participants in the no-warning control (\(\bar{X} = .67\)) condition (where correct answer on the test was the no-warning option). Participants in the control condition had significantly better recognition than participants in the less conspicuous rectangle with signal icon (\(\bar{X} = .20\)) condition and the less conspicuous circle and arrow (\(\bar{X} = .33\)) condition.

**Discussion**

In some warning conditions, knowledge and memory about the hazards of alcohol consumption were greater than in the control condition. This result indicates that warnings in magazine ads for alcoholic beverages can communicate product-related hazard information.

The results also showed that participants viewing highly conspicuous warnings retrieved more alcohol facts and hazards than participants viewing less conspicuous warnings. These results concur with Young and Wogalter (1990), who showed that participants retain more information from highly conspicuous warnings than from less conspicuous warnings. Conspicuous warnings do not blend in with surrounding pictures and text and are more likely to attract readers' attention (Wogalter et al. 1991).

Although it was expected that the rectangle with the signal icon and the circle and arrow would attract more attention than the plain rectangle, no effect for shape was found. This fails to support several earlier studies showing warning shape to be an important factor (Bhalla and Lastovicka 1984; Myers et al. 1981; Riley et al. 1982) but concurs with Jaynes and Boles (1990), who also found no effect of shape.

The possible existence of shape effects should not be dismissed, however. Shape might show possible influences under conditions not investigated in this research. For example, a change in shape might be useful after the presence of alcoholic beverage warnings in ads has become a familiar event. In the current experiment, the overwhelming effect of conspicuousness and the novelty of warnings in the ads might have obscured shape effects. Because it is unusual to find warnings in alcoholic beverage ads, once noticed they are likely to be read (Hunt, Smith, and Kernan 1989; Pezdek et al. 1989).

**EXPERIMENT 2**

Experiment 2 examined the effects of warnings in television ads. Research on the effects of warnings during or after television commercials has been virtually

Morris et al. (1989) examined consumer risk awareness and knowledge of risks and benefits relating to a hypothetical arthritis drug after viewing a television commercial for the drug. The risk information was presented either auditorily (by the announcer) or auditorily and visually (with written warnings on the television screen). Participants in the combined modality condition were more knowledgeable about product risks than participants in the audio-only condition.

The Morris et al. (1989) finding supports theory suggesting that simultaneous presentation of the same message in both the visual and auditory channels enhances memory (Garner 1974). In addition, an extension of Paivio's (1971) dual-code theory predicts superior memory for information presented in two modalities compared with information presented in one modality.

In comparing short-term memory for information presented in single modalities, Penny (1975, 1989) found that auditory presentation of relatively simple stimuli produced better memory than visual presentation. Warning research has also shown that the modality of presentation affects behavioral compliance (Wogalter and Young 1991; Wogalter et al. 1991). For example, Wogalter and Young (1991) found greater compliance with voice warnings than print warnings, but compliance with combined voice and print warnings was greater than with either voice or print alone.

However, experiments measuring retention of information in long-term memory have shown either no difference between the two modalities or superior memory for visually presented material (Dean, Yekovich, and Gray 1988). Dominance of visual stimuli over auditory stimuli has also been shown in previous television research comparing print and audio versions of news broadcasts (Furnham and Gunter 1985; Furnham, Proctor, and Gunter 1988).

Another factor that may influence memory for the warning is its temporal placement relative to the commercial. Simultaneous presentation of the warning and the ad may disrupt processing of the warning because of competition for attention. If so, it would be expected that a warning following the commercial would receive greater attention and produce better memory. However, an opposite result can also be predicted. Warnings and ads presented simultaneously may result in a stronger association between the warning and the product, producing more links or cues to facilitate retrieval of the warning during product use.

Method

Design. The experimental design was a 2 (presence vs. absence of print warnings) × 2 (presence vs. absence of voice warnings) × 2 (time of presentation: during vs. following the commercial) between-groups design.

Participants. One hundred twenty RPI students from introductory psychology courses were randomly assigned to eight conditions. Eighty-nine were male and 31 were female. Their mean age was 18.6 years.

Materials and Stimuli. Alcoholic beverage commercials were embedded in a television program along with commercials for other products and services. The program was the final 25 minutes of a 1989 National Collegiate Athletic Association tournament basketball game. There were five commercial breaks in the program. Each break contained three 30-second commercials, one of which was a randomly placed alcoholic beverage commercial. The remaining two commercials were for non-alcohol-related products.

The warnings used in this experiment are shown in Exhibit 2. They were constructed from (a) a preliminary alcohol knowledge survey, (b) the warnings in experiment 1, (c) the current warning on alcoholic beverage labels, and (d) the warnings in a congressional bill proposed for print and broadcast alcoholic beverage advertisements (Kennedy 1990).

Voice warnings were spoken by a male at an average rate of 146 words per minute with the total duration ranging from 5.8 to 9.9 seconds. Print warnings appeared as white text with a black outline in three horizontal lines on the bottom 15 percent of the screen. Letter height was 1.5 centimeters viewed at a distance of 1.5–2.5 meters. Print warnings were presented for durations equivalent to those in the voice warnings. Figure 2 shows a representation of the print warning.

Voice and print warnings presented during the commercial were superimposed over the last frame of the commercial. Print warnings after the commercial were presented against a black background, while voice
warnings after the commercial were presented in conjunction with the black background. Two control conditions lacked warnings. One showed the last frame of the commercial, and the other showed a black screen after the commercial.

Procedure. A cover story was used to conceal the purpose of the study to prevent participants from determining the study's purpose and to permit an incidental test of memory. Participants were told that the research concerned people's interest in and preference for different types of television programs. All participants were told that they would watch and evaluate a sports program. To promote belief in the cover story, they completed a questionnaire about their television viewing habits before viewing the program. After the participants had watched the program for 37.5 minutes (30 seconds after the last commercial block), the experimenter stopped the videotape and gave the participants two tests.

The first test measured free recall of warning content. In this test, participants were asked to write, as specifically as possible, any product-related warnings that they saw or heard during the program. The second test measured cued recall of warning content with open-ended and multiple-choice questions. Following testing, participants were debriefed.

Results

Scoring. The scoring procedures were similar to those used in experiment 1; strict and lenient criteria were again used for the scoring of the open-ended questions. Reliability of the lenient-scored data was assessed by having a second coder who was blind to conditions rescore 20 percent of the data. The Pearson correlation between the two scorers was .93 ($p < .0001$).

The proportion data were transformed to arcsine scores and then analyzed with 2 (presence vs. absence of voice) x 2 (presence vs. absence of print) x 2 (during vs. after presentation placement) between-subjects ANOVAs. Subsequent comparisons were made with Fisher's least significant difference test. Because warning placement produced no significant effect (main effect or interaction) in any analysis, it will not be mentioned further in this section. The means in Table 1 are shown untransformed and collapsed across the placement variable.

Free Recall of Warning Content. Performance as measured by the strict scores was low in all conditions, and the ANOVA showed no significant effects. The ANOVA with the lenient scores showed significant main effects of print ($F(1,112) = 55.38, p < .0001$) and voice ($F(1,112) = 34.50, p < .0001$). However, these effects were produced as a consequence of a significant interaction: $F(1,112) = 61.85, p < .0001$. Subsequent comparisons showed that participants exposed to warnings in either or both modalities exhibited greater recall of the warning content than participants in the control conditions ($p < .05$).

Cued Recall of Warning Content. The ANOVA on the strict scores showed significant main effects of print ($F(1,112) = 34.61, p < .0001$) and voice ($F(1,112) = 34.61, p < .0001$), and a significant interaction ($F(1,112) = 7.85, p < .01$). Participants exposed to warnings in either or both modalities exhibited greater recall than participants in the control conditions ($p < .05$). In addition, participants exposed to warnings in both modalities recalled more information than participants exposed to voice warnings ($p < .05$).

The ANOVA on the lenient scores showed results similar to the strict analysis. In addition, the combined-modality warnings produced significantly higher performance than the print warnings ($p < .05$).

Discussion

Though each test showed somewhat different results, the pattern of the means was reasonably consistent.
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across all measures. Warnings presented in either one or both modalities produced greater knowledge and memory scores than the control conditions. This indicates that the hazards of alcoholic beverage consumption can be communicated effectively in television commercials.

In general, combined modality warnings and print warnings produced greater knowledge and memory compared with voice warnings. For one measure, combined modality warnings produced significantly better performance than print warnings. Together these results show (1) a warning combining voice and print is superior to either alone and, (2) of the two modalities, print has a greater effect than voice. The results concur with research (e.g., Morris et al. 1989; Young and Wogalter 1990) and theory (Garner 1974; Paivio 1971) asserting that redundancy through dual-modality presentation facilitates memory over nonredundant, single-modality messages. The results also support other television research showing visual superiority (Furnham and Gunter 1985; Furnham et al. 1988). However, the superiority of print over voice contrasts with previous short-term memory (Penney 1989) and warning compliance (Wogalter and Young 1991; Wogalter et al. 1991) research.

There are at least four possible explanations for superiority of print warnings compared to voice warnings. The first concerns the retention interval. In the current study, the commercials were spaced throughout a half-hour program, and, as a result, most knowledge was probably retrieved from long-term memory. Thus, the discrepancy with earlier research may lie in the memory systems. Short-term memory may benefit from auditory presentation (Penney 1989), whereas long-term memory may benefit from visual presentation (Dean et al. 1988). In warning compliance research (Wogalter and Young 1991; Wogalter et al. 1991), the warning directive was probably incorporated into an immediate action plan (e.g., donning protective gear before the task) where it remained in short-term memory as the participant decided on the correct sequence of behavior.

The second explanation lies in the nature of television viewing. Participants were in an empty room except for the television. The combination of the highly visual medium of television and the lack of distractions probably contributed to the visual superiority. In previous warning compliance research (Wogalter and Young 1991; Wogalter et al. 1991), print warnings were embedded in a set of instructions or presented on a sign in a visually cluttered environment. These conditions probably enhanced the utility of the voice warnings.

A third explanation for print superiority concerns the duration of the warnings. Although presentation time was equivalent for all conditions, the temporal nature of auditory presentation might have limited processing of the voice warnings because participants were forced to process them at the rate at which they were spoken. In contrast, given typical reading rates of approximately 178 words per minute (Miyao et al. 1989), the presentation time allowed participants to review the print warnings thus enhancing memory of the material.

A final explanation may be that auditory superiority depends on the difficulty of the information to be remembered. Most of the studies reviewed by Penney (1975, 1989) used simple word stimuli. Chaiken and Eagly (1976) measured comprehension of both easy and difficult print, audio, and videotaped messages. For difficult messages, comprehension of the print messages was greater than in the other two conditions. For easy messages, there was no difference between modes. Though difficulty level was not manipulated in the present experiment, the selection of relatively unknown facts about alcohol consumption and participants' relatively low scores on the memory and knowledge tests suggests that the information was difficult rather than easy.

No effect of warning placement (during vs. following) was found. However, the technical limitations imposed on the during-commercial warnings might not be representative of the way an ad could interfere with a warning. Had the during-commercial warning been given in conjunction with the motion and sound of commercial messages, warning salience might have decreased relative to the after condition (Morris et al. 1989).

GENERAL DISCUSSION

One purpose of warnings is to communicate product or situational hazards to persons at risk (Wogalter, Allison, and McKenna 1989). The most important finding of this research is that warnings in mass-media advertising can communicate safety and health information. The differences in test scores between participants who saw and/or heard warnings and those who did not indicate that knowledge of alcoholic beverage hazards increased as a result of exposure to warnings. However, the experiments also showed that the effectiveness of warnings in ads depends on the way they are presented. There were some warning conditions in which participants were no more knowledgeable about the hazards of alcohol consumption than participants in the control condition. Thus, the warnings in those formats would be unacceptable, because their impact is no different than having no warning at all.

Experiment 1 showed that successful communication in the print media depends on the salience (represented here by conspicuousness) of the warning. Salience increased the likelihood of the viewer's seeing and reading the warning. In the less salient conditions, participants' knowledge and memory of the warnings was no better than performance in the no-warning control condition.

In magazine ads, warning shape had no effect. As described earlier, the large effect of conspicuousness might have obscured the effect of shape. Further re-
search could address whether shape becomes a more important factor under conditions such as when the novelty of warnings in alcoholic beverage ads is reduced over repeated exposures. In addition, subsequent investigations could determine other ways to increase warning salience, for example, by using color and pictorials and by varying combinations of several dimensions.

In experiment 2, warnings combining voice and print, as well as print alone, produced the best knowledge and memory scores. The superiority of the print mode is probably a result of (1) the use of long-term memory for storage and retrieval, (2) the visual nature of television viewing, (3) the opportunity for more extensive processing, and (4) the use of lesser-known information content.

Because magazines and television differ in the ways information is presented, different kinds of information are better suited for each medium. The print medium lends itself to longer, more complex verbal information, as it usually allows readers to review the information at their own pace (Furnham, Benson, and Gunter 1987). Since the presentation speed of information on television is not under the viewer's control, complex information may not be communicated well by voice (Bettman, Payne, and Staelin 1986).

However, interpretation of these findings should be tempered by several considerations. The first is that people are often engaged in other activities while watching television and thus will be dividing their attention between the program and other tasks. Voice warnings can attract attention and potentially convey a message to viewers who are not looking at the television (Stoneman and Brody 1983). However, there are conditions that are more conducive to the reception of print than voice warnings, such as when the viewer is listening to something other than the television program. Given the likelihood that these conditions exist, warnings using both print and voice will maximize the probability that the viewer will receive the information (Warshaw 1978).

A second consideration is that other variables might affect whether print will be better than voice warnings in television commercials. The warning messages employed in this study were relatively short (\(X = 17\) words), were on the screen in large print (letter height of 1.5 centimeters at a distance of 1.5-2.5 meters), and were shown for a relatively long duration (\(X = 7.8\) seconds). Most product-related information in television commercials today is presented in smaller print and for shorter durations. Under such conditions, the effectiveness of print warnings might be negligible.

A third consideration involves the environment in which the research took place, that is, at a university and not in the participants' homes. Efforts were made to simulate a "natural" reading or viewing environment as much as possible while maintaining experimental control, such as the use of incidental exposure procedures to prevent participants from knowing the purpose of the research. Of the two experiments, experiment 2 (the television study) was probably the most realistic. The task in experiment 1 (the magazine study) possibly led participants to give more attention to the ads and the warnings than would be expected during casual magazine reading. The reason for using the procedure in experiment 1 was to maximize experimental control over exposure to the pages of the magazine. However, because participants rated two-page spreads, they had the opportunity to look at whatever they wanted to on either page—as in a normal magazine-reading situation. Further investigations could employ a more realistic situation, such as leaving the magazine on the table in front of participants while the experimenter appears busy preparing for some other task. However, with this scenario it can be expected that many participants will not open the magazine, or, if they do, some may skip the pages of the alcoholic beverage ads entirely. Thus, investigators should be prepared to employ many participants when attempting to compare the effects of different warning formats.

Finally, interpretation should also be tempered by the subject population employed in these experiments. As with many psychological studies, the sample was composed of undergraduate students, which could limit the results' generalizability to other subject populations. However, college students are one of several groups greatly at risk for developing alcohol-related problems, such as drunk driving and alcoholism (Magnier 1988). It is the group at which most alcoholic beverage advertisements are aimed (Tenowitz 1988) and so is a population worthy of study in its own right (Andrews, Netemeyer, and Durvasula 1990). Most college students are underage drinkers who are nearing age 21, the age that allows legal purchase of alcoholic beverages in the United States. It is particularly relevant to ensure that this group receives the facts and hazards associated with alcohol. Armed with this knowledge, these young adults will be able to make better, more informed decisions regarding alcoholic beverage consumption. The present results suggest that warnings in ads can be an effective means of communicating this information.

Though alcoholic beverage ads were used as the vehicle to present warnings in the present research, the results may be applicable to ad warnings for other kinds of consumer products (e.g., medicines and recreational vehicles). These results show that the mere presence of a warning in advertising does not guarantee that it will be noticed, attended to, and remembered. Warning effectiveness depends on its salience and the medium in which it is presented.
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